Call for applications for International Society for the Performing Arts (ISPA) fellowships - the Global Fellowship Program invites applications from emerging and mid-career performing arts professionals from around the world. Applications also open for the Netherlands and Hong Kong specific programs.

ISPA’s Fellowship Programs provide performing arts professionals with the opportunity to expand their international networks through membership and attendance at an ISPA congress.

Global Fellowship: The Global Fellowship Program provides access to ISPA’s extensive international network of arts professionals to emerging and mid-career leaders from around the globe. Participants join the ISPA membership and attend the New York ISPA Congress where they engage in the development and exchange of ideas with leaders from some of the world’s most significant arts organizations, increase their industry knowledge and resources through educational opportunities, and share their experience with their communities.

Deadline: July 20

Applications are also open for the following two country/region specific programmes - please note different deadlines!

Netherlands Fellowship: The Netherlands Fellowship Program provides access to ISPA’s extensive international network of arts professionals to mid-career leaders from the Netherlands’ performing arts community. Participants join the ISPA membership and attend the ISPA Congress where they engage in the development and exchange of ideas with leaders from some of the world’s most significant arts organizations, increase their industry knowledge and resources through educational opportunities, and share their experience with their communities.

Deadline: July 12
**Hong Kong Fellowship:** The Hong Kong Fellowship Program provides access to ISPA’s extensive international network of arts professionals to one mid-career leader from Hong Kong’s performing arts community. Participant joins the ISPA membership and attends the ISPA Congress where he/she engages in the development and exchange of ideas with leaders from some of the world’s most significant arts organizations, increase their industry knowledge and resources through educational opportunities, and share their experience with their communities.

**Deadline:** August 10
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